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Codington County Native, Dan Thyen
awarded ‘Friend of Local Government’
President Column ......2

The SDATAT ‘Friend of Local Government’
award has been presented to Dan Thyen from
Waverly Township in Codington County.

Road Closed Signing
Highlights From 2019
Legislative Session…....4

President Dustin Leiseth was pleased to
acknowledge this award before the attendees
at the Codington County annual meeting
which was held in Watertown on February
27th.

Legal Insights
Merge or Disorganize...5

President Leiseth stated, “It is an honor for our
association to recognize Dan for his many years
of service to the townships. Dan was selected
due to his long service to SDATAT as a directior, past president of SDATAT and more recently as a lobbyist for our association. He
continues to serve as a supervisor of his township and was the president of the Codington The friend of local government award was iniCounty Township Association for many tiated in 2000 and is the highest award granted
by SDATAT to recognize individuals who have
years. Thank You Dan”.
gone above and beyond in their support of loFormer President Jim Puffer adds “I first met cal government. It has been a privilege for our
Dan many years ago when I became a SDATAT Association to have worked with Dan in his
director. We became friends the first time we various capacities. Thank you Dan for your
met. I discovered that Thyen Farms raised service and congratulations on receiving this
Angus bulls, tried one and discovered the qual- prestigious award.
ity and disposition of the bulls outstanding and
have used nothing else since then. I’d like to
wish Dan and his family the very best in whatever life leads”.
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We welcome Rodney Hofer who is filling the District 4 seat (Faulk &
Spink). Rodney is from Carpenter, Union Township in Spink County. He has held the position of clerk for many years. Rodney and his
wife Alene continue to farm with their son. He graduated from
James Valley Christian High School and the University of Omaha.
Together they have raised 3 children, Brian, Chris and Dustin. Take
time to get to know our newest board member!
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size, length of road washed out, and the depth of the washout. Annual culvert and bridge inspections by supervisors will also be a critical piece of documentation. All of this will help ensure your township of maximum aid and assistance if your county is declared a part
of a disaster declaration this spring.
As I finish my first year serving as President, it is even more clear
the need for strong local government to maintain control locally,
within our communities. Who knows your area and its citizens better than township, town, and county elected officials? Local government is the foundation of government, from the ground up.

The 2019 Legislative Session is behind us now and most of us are
dealing with flooding and high water from the melting snow and
recent rain. Winter Storm Wesley is slamming our state as I write
this column. Whether you believe in climate change or not, experiencing extreme weather events has become the norm. So common Unfortunately, today we experience government control from the
top down, with our voice being heard, but not enough state and
now, hurricanes and tropical storms are not the only storms we
federal officials, whom you and I elect, listening.
name anymore, i.e. Winter Storm Wesley.
As President of SDATAT, along with your Board of Directors and
The responsibilities of township supervisors are overwhelmingly
Executive Director, we will continue to work hard for you, our
great this spring. Please be safe as you patrol township roads to
keep the roads safe. Whether your township is experiencing exten- members, to strengthen local government and to maintain local consive damage or minimal damage to roads, culverts, and bridges due trol within our communities where we live and raise our families.

to flooding, remember to document, document, document! The
Rest assured, your SDATAT leadership is working hard everyday for
most important documentation is PICTURES! Then follow up with our members.
location of damage (GPS coordinates if possible), culvert length and

Dustin

Each year SDATAT resets the password for the
website “MEMBERS ONLY” page that contains
valuable resources and update information.

The new password for 2019 will be:

2019TAT
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By Cliff Reuer
Spring has arrived and with it comes the melting snow.
The melting snow may cause flooding which may force
the closing of some of our roads. There are 3 basic
steps to follow for installing signs to inform the traveling public that sections of roads are closed:
Install a ROAD CLOSED - XX MILES AHEAD LOCAL TRAFFIC ONLY or ROAD CLOSED
TO THRU TRAFFIC sign at the intersection
nearest to the closure. On an obliterated or
unimproved road, DEAD END OR NO OUTLET signs may be used.

Cliff Reuer (center) is a Technical Assistance Provider for SDLTAP
(South Dakota Local Transportation Assistance Program). They can be
contacted to provide technical assistance in gravel road maintenance,
culvert installation, presentations and various cooperative efforts to
assist townships.
Phone: 605-688-4185
Install a ROAD CLOSED AHEAD or WATER
Toll Free: 800-422-0129
OVER ROAD a safe distance (based on posted
Email: sdltap@sdstate.edu
speed) usually 300 to 600 feet ahead of the

closure.
At the point of closure, install a ROAD CLOSED
sign on Type 3 Barricades. The barricade
should be as wide as the traveled roadway. On
an obliterated or unimproved road, three END
OF ROAD MARKERS, (OM4-3) (18” X 18”)
diamond shaped red markers may be used.

Road sign examples are available
through the SDATAT office or on the
SDATAT website: sdtownships.com
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Legislative Session 2019
By Margo Northrup,

SDATAT Lobbyist
The 2019 Legislative Session concluded on March 29, 2019,
with the consideration of two Gubernatorial Vetoes. This
was in addition to two vetoes that were decided during the
Legislative Session, SB 14 (the SDPUC’s solar energy bill)
and SB 1191 (the Hemp bill). Governor Noem vetoed HB
1186 (repeal termination of the juvenile detention cost-sharing
fund) and SB 176 (one-time funds for pheasant habitat). Both
were considered style and form vetoes and were needed to
clarify when funds could be spent.

The first bill is HB 1200 which is a bill that requires a county
official of a county that maintains a website to post the name
and phone number or each person serving on a board of township supervisors within the county.
The second bill is SB 91 which modified the Open Meeting law
requirements each town and township must follow. The bill
added definitions and specifically defined a political subdivision
to include a town or township. The bill clarifies that press
conferences or events hosted by nongovernmental entities are
not official meetings even if a quorum of members is present.
The bill provides clarification on when public comment is
required and more importantly when public comment is not
required (i.e. inaugurations, swearing in ceremonies, and
presentation of annual reports to the governing body). The bill
also provides further clarification on utilizing teleconference
meetings and other clean up items.

After the dust settled from a busy Legislative Session there are
Overall it was a successful legislative session and I enjoyed learning
two bills that directly impact the Towns and Townships.
more about the issues that are important to each of you.

Reflections from the VIP Luncheon held January 3rd in Pierre.
Some of the attendees pictured:
Top Left: OEM Tyler Steen with Directors Travis Paulson & Mike Vande Weerd.
Center: Sec. of Transp. Darin Berquist and SDATAT V.P. Darwin Bettmann;
Top Right: PUC Chris Nelson & SDATAT Secretary Cindy Foster;
Below Left: Cindy Foster visiting with Auditor Rich Sattgast;
Center: Dir. Of Hwy Safety Lee Axdahl with Director Peter Fahlberg.
Bottom Right: Darin Berquist, Darwin Bettmann, Lee Axdahl, Director Jim Puffer & Tyler Steen
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LEGAL INSIGHTSTo Merge or Face Disorganization
By Jay Leibel, Attorney
This article is addressing a topic which
until lately, rarely comes up. In the last
few weeks both the SDATAT Office and
my office have had a number of calls or
questions pertaining to the continued
operation of a township. Specifically, how
does a township become unorganized?
What happens if that occurs? What about merging with
another township?
The specific statutes relating to these questions are set forth
in the Township Officers Manual, published in 2017,
starting on page nine (9) under the heading: 8-1 TOWNSHIP
LAW General Provisions. This article will briefly summarize the
content of SDCL Chapter 8-1. For specifics, I would direct
any one interested to pages nine ( 9) through fourteen (14)
of the Manual. This Chapter authorizes reorganization,
division or merger of a township (8-1-7).
The process for a township to become unorganized starts
with a petition signed by fifteen percent ( 15% ) of the
registered voters of the township (8-1-23). If presented a
valid petition , the township must conduct an election
within sixty (60) days of filing of the petition. If the majority
of voters, whom casted ballots, favor abolishing the township the clerk is required to notify the county auditor and
transmit all township papers, money, property to the county
(8-1-24). From that point on, the county is responsible for
making the decisions as to road maintenance and related
issues previously within the jurisdiction of the township
such as vacation of a road. This includes using any

money transferred to the county to pay bills and
maintenance of roads within the township. A township
may also be Reestablished ( 8-1-29 through 8-1-32). I am
aware of townships which became unorganized and were
reestablished.
The merger of two township is slightly more complicated. The process for merger must go through the county
commission. It starts with either the county, township
boards or a petition by voters asking to address the issue of
a reorganization, division or merger (8-1-8). The next step
is a hearing held by the county commission (8 -1-9).
This is followed with an election decided by the majority of
the voters of the affected townships and any affected
unorganized townships (8-1-10). After the election, if the
voters approved the merger, there are a number of steps
which are required to to be taken. Specific steps and
decisions to be made, including a name for the new township, are addressed in 8-1-11 through 8-1-19. If there is a
village within the township, that issue may be addressed in
8-1-20 through 8-1-22.
This article is not intended to provide legal advice to
our readers. Rather, this article is intended to provide
some common-sense answers to complex legal questions.
If you have specific questions you are encouraged to
contact the attorney of your choice, or me:

Jay Leibel of Leibel Law Firm, LLC
113 South Egan Avenue, PO Box 6,
Madison, South Dakota 57042
at (605) 427-1805.

A: The township bard must be concerned about two factors—
What is the natural drainage and decisions must not be arbitrary
Q: What role do the townships play in drainage issues?
and capricious. In other words, nto trying to alter what Mother
A: The townships do not get directly involved in drainage issues
Nature has created for drainage. It should use the same standard
unless the township roads are involved. As a general rule, town- for each and every location. All request for culverts to be reship roads are not supposed to interfere with the natural drainage. moved or the size changes should be reviewed in the same manner
Therefore culverts or bridges are installed as needed. The town- for each and every circumstance irrespective of the damage which
ship has the authority (with reservations) to install them. Further may occur or the parties involved.
the township roads and right-of-way should not be used to alter
the natural drainage.
SDATAT Conference
Q: What is the law on who can drain their land?
A: The general rule is the lower agricultural property is burdened
& Annual Meeting
with an easement to thake the water from the dominant (upper)
property owner as long as it is not in unusual or unnatural quantities, and does not cause unreasonable damages.
Q: What authority does the township have in determining whether or not to install a culvert?

Legal Insights on Drainage

2019

Aberdeen Best Western

December 4th & 5th
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Uncashed
EMC Dividend Checks
Brown Townships

McCook Townships

Groton
West Hanson

Pearl

Brule Townships
Richland

Brookings Twnsps
Trenton

Charles Mix Twnsps
Hamilton

Codington Twnsps
Kampeska

Clark Townships
Day
Logan

Deuel Townships
Herrick
Scandanavia

Marshall Townships
Red Iron Lake

Roberts Townships
Lake

Spink Townships
Spring
LaPrairie
Jefferson
Beotia

Sanborn Townships
Jackson
Floyd

Union Townships
Virginia

Hanson Townships
Taylor

Hamlin Townships
Cleveland

Faulk Townships
Ellisville

Hutchinson Twnsps
Kassel

Kingsbury Twnships
Denver

Jerauld Townships
Viola

Pennington Twnsps
Huron

Moody Townships
Alliance
Flandreau

Part of my responsibility is to provide education to the clerks,
treasurers and supervisors. We hope to accomplish this in part
through the Annual Convention and the county/township
meetings held each spring and fall. The points of topic this
spring were: records retention, snow removal, appointing vacancies on your township board, steps to avoid embezzlement,
required meetings, open meeting guidelines as well as
legislative bills SDATAT was watching and/or actively
participating in.
These county meetings are an important time to connect with
the Association and ask questions. SDLTAP and Insurance
Representative Tami Schwebach nearly always attend these
meetings and are a huge support to townships with problem
solving advice.
As many of you have elected to bond with the SDATAT Bond
Alliance, there are some important things to remember.

Davison Townships
Rome
Perry

With the first year serving as your executive director behind
me, I can certainly say I stepped into an amazing organization.
Each of my predecessors has contributed sacrificially to attain
the status as a strong, viable support to townships and small
towns. This will continue to be my goal as well.

Please be mindful
to deposit these
EMC dividend
checks.
They will be
deemed void

after 12 months.

First, it is imperative that the bond renewal form be returned
by April 1st. (Grace is given to April 15th) WHY? Your Auditor
is charged with verifying your clerk and treasurer are bonded
in order to release your funds to operate your township. YES,
auditors contact our office to ask on the late ones.
Secondly, clerks & treasurers MUST sign at the bottom of the
form every single year. Accuracy is important when updating
anything that has changed from the year before. Your clerk is
mailed the original bond we issue each year from our office
and we send a copy to your auditor.
The SDATAT Bond Alliance Board has determined that the
application needs updating. We will let you know more about
that in the coming newsletter this summer.
We are well underway with the plans to host the Multi-State
Convention in July. State board officers from North Dakota,
Minnesota and Wisconsin will be gathering with us in the
Black Hills of South Dakota. We are excited for this opportunity to host and learn from our surrounding states.
Remember, your SDATAT Board of Directors and I are here
to assist with what ever challenges your township faces. Best
wishes for a productive, safe and joyful summer!

Terry Sletten
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Preliminary Damage Assessment Process:
What you need to know

Page 7

By Tyler Steen Recovery and Mitigation Manager
SD Office of Emergency Management

This springs weather has had an effect on everyone.
Documenting damages when disaster strikes is a primary
step communities must take if the Governor is to request a
Presidential Disaster Declaration.

and Roads and Culvert Damage Assessment Sheets to help
organize and separate the damage to assist in developing the
approximate dollar amount of damage your community may
have sustained.

Following an event, many County Emergency Managers
reach out to communities to begin to access the extent of the
damages that occurred in their area. The main goal following any type of event is to get things back to the way they
were prior to the event.This may consist of repairing roads,
removing debris, or rebuilding infrastructure. However, depending on the magnitude of an event, some communities do
not have the resources available to recover on their own and
need Federal assistance.

These spreadsheets are used by the South Dakota Office of
Emergency Management (OEM) to identify which counties
have met their damage threshold.This information is then
used by the Governor to decide if the event warrants a joint
Preliminary Damage Assessment (PDA) with FEMA. If a
joint PDA is conducted and the counties affected meet their
threshold and the State meets their overall threshold, the
Governor will then determine if a Presidential Disaster
Declaration should be requested.

Whether you are a township, town, or county, work with your The only way this process can be initiated is by the steps
County Emergency Manager (EM) to identify the damages in taken by the local government following a disaster. For more
information on the PDA process or to obtain the Damage
your community. Utilizing a map of your community:
Accumulation Spreadsheets, please contact your County EM.
 identify the sites that sustained damage
Their information can be obtained by using the website
 take pictures of the damage
listed below.

list the details of the damage to include a description http://dps.sd.gov/emergency_services/
and dimensions (such as culvert size and length, debris emergency_management/
county_emergency_managers.aspx
pile length, width, height)
For more information regarding the PDA process, view our

develop estimated costs to repair your damage.
video at https://youtu.be/clI_VHk6nMM
Your County EM has Damage Accumulation Spreadsheets

Platinum Contributors
($500+)
Employers Mutual Co.
Schwebach Insurance Company

SDATAT 2018
ANNUAL CONFERENCE SPONSORS

Diamond Contributors
($250-$499)
Brosz Engineering
Butler Machinery
Clark Engineering
Glacial Lakes Energy
True North Steel

Golden Contributors
($100 - $249)
Climate Control
Chamberlain Redi Mix
Farmers Implement & Irrigation
Watertown Co-op Elevator
Sandy Cedars Lodge
Sioux Valley Cooperative
South Dakota Pork Producers
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Three Strategies for
Addressing Difficult People More Successfully

**Reprinted with permission from the author**
Heneka Watkis-Porter is an entrepreneur, author, speaker and
host of The Entrepreneurial You podcast. She is founder and CEO
of Patwa Culcha International, which owns the authentic Jamaica
clothing brand, Patwa Apparel. Heneka is also creator of the Caribbean’s first virtual conference and expo: The Entrepreneurial You
Virtual SME Conference & Expo and Host Site leader for Leadercast
Kingston.

person instead of about ourselves. This gives us the
ability to pick up on all cues, both verbal and nonverbal, and allows us to subsequently repeat what was
said in an accurate way.
2. Keep calm and take a deep breath.

It can be a challenge to remain poised and composed
during interactions with someone who is uncooperaWe all deal with difficult people. In fact, before we
begin pointing fingers, those difficult people could very tive. While it is important to empathize, avoid taking
on the emotions of the other person as it can be counwell be us from time to time. As leaders—err, as huterproductive and cause unnecessary stress and anxieman beings, really—we don’t always see eye to eye
with those around us. It’s unavoidable that we encoun- ty for you both. When the person is angry and you lose
ter moments where the person we’re serving, collabo- your cool and also get angry, the situation only escalates. This is the last thing we want in such a circumrating with or leading causes difficulties. And as leadstance.
ers, we must identify strategies to help us effectively
navigate such a person.
One of the best ways to lower stress is to practice deep
breathing. This is a simple yet effective way of relaxing
Dealing with people who we consider unreasonable
the body. It affects your entire physiology, sending the
can be an extremely stressful, exhausting and thorny
experience. If these encounters are not properly man- brain the signal that we are relaxed and have things
aged, they can escalate out of control and bring stress under control. When we are calm, we can be more in
for ourselves and our teams, and distract from the mis- control of the situation, think more clearly and make
better decisions.
sion of our work. Here are three strategies that will
help increase your success rate in addressing difficult
3. Neutralize the moment by giving them what they
people.
want, if possible.
1. Listen with empathy.
Problematic people will seek to undermine our work
and worth. I strongly believe that the things we see on
Columnist Doug Larson once said, “Wisdom is the rethe outside are mere symptoms of what’s going on
ward you get for a lifetime of listening when you'd
deep within. What is their mindset? What are their
have preferred to talk.” TWEET
thoughts? What do they fear most?
It is unimaginable how many problems the underutilize
One of the most effective tools in dealing with someskill of listening can solve. No less relevant is its function in diffusing difficult situations. Our built-in survival one who is difficult is neutralizing them. Do this by
mechanism, the fight-flight-freeze response, naturally identifying the source of their dissonance and counter
places us in a position of self-defense during our inter- that by giving them what they want, if possible.
actions with others.
For example, a very strong and influential person was
Instead of listening to provide empathy, the tendency identifying all the negatives about some initiatives I
may be to do so with the intention to defend ourselves had undertaken. I quickly discerned that her concerns
weren’t about what I was or wasn't doing; it was more
with a sharp comment or clever comeback. Listening
about her fear of losing her influence with some memwith our heart is what we should aim for rather than
bers of the community. In my capacity as the leader, I
entirely with our brain.
invited her to lead on an upcoming initiative.
Part of being a great listener is staying in the moment
so that the person who is being difficult knows we
care. When we truly listen, we make it about the other
Continued on page 9
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Continued from page 8

Posting Requirements for Meetings

Initially, her proud boldness turned to humility, then a
smile of gratitude. It was clear she was now warmer to
me. She realized my intention wasn’t to steal the show
but to give everyone a chance to shine.
In our bid for a successful engagement with difficult
people, remember to focus on the solution, not on the
problem. It takes time and effort to skillfully maneuver
how to work with such a person, but the result is well
worth the endeavor.

Any regular township meeting that involves decisions made
to approve bills, decide on road maintenance issues, etc.:
•

Post a readable, accessible, and visible agenda and notice 24
hours in advance of the meeting at the clerk’s office or the
location determined by the board of supervisors. An emergency
situation is an exception where the an advance notice is not
required. Reasons for emergency meetings must be documented
in minutes explaining what constituted the emergency.

Annual township meetings or special election meetings that
require the vote of the township resident registered voters:
•

Post notice in a legal newspaper for 3 consecutive days in a daily
newspaper or 2 weeks in a weekly newspaper not less than 12
calendar days prior to the meeting. Post a visible agenda 24
hours in advance at the clerk’s office.

Two Limit Levels for Bids:
→ $25,000 for purchases of supplies and services
→ $50,000 for public improvements

SDCL-8-9-3 still exists and states “no township board of supervisors
may purchase, lease or lease/purchase any road grader or other machinery or tool, the cost of which exceeds $15,000 without the approval of the voters of such townships in the manner provided by
law”

UNRAVELING THE TAX ON GRAVEL
By Ellie Marcouiller
Sales of gravel in South Dakota are subject to sales or use tax
where the gravel is delivered. South Dakota governmental
entities, such as townships, are exempt from sales or use tax.
Townships may purchase gravel, crushing, stockpiling, and
transportation services without sales or use tax. Gravel that
is incorporated into a road by blading or leveling is subject
to contractor’s excise tax (CET).

•

Following are some examples of how tax applies when gravel
is bladed or leveled:

•

•

A township has its own employee blade or level the gravel.


•

No sales, use, or contractor’s excise tax is due.

A township hires a county to blade or level the gravel.


The county is subject to CET on its gross receipts
plus fair market value (FMV)* of the gravel.



Sales or use tax is not due on the FMV* of the
gravel.

A township hires a contractor to blade or level the gravel.



The contractor is subject to CET on his gross receipts plus the FMV* of the gravel.
The contractor owes use tax on the FMV* of the
gravel since the township did not pay sales tax at
the time of purchase.

A township hires a contractor to perform regular or routine township road maintenance.


The contractor is subject to CET on his gross
receipts.

No tax is due on the value of the gravel when working on
roads with existing gravel.
*FMV of gravel includes royalty fees, crushing, and delivery
charges by the seller; it is the total value of the material at the
time it is provided to the contractor.
(Reprinted from SDATAT Spring 2016)
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Spring can Bring New Liability
By Tami Schwebach
The air is warmer, I’ve raked up bags and bags of leaves
from my yard, and my kids are asking daily if they HAVE to
wear their coats…spring must be here! As township officials, you see completely different signs of the change of
seasons such as soft roads, washboard roads, wet ditches,
and overflowing culverts.

Do you have the proper signage for your dead-end roads
and t-intersections? Please keep in mind that there may be
travelers on your roads that aren’t familiar with your area…not everyone knows about that “dead-end down by the
river”! If there are dangerous situations on your roads that
might necessitate a new warning sign, make the decision to
There is certainly an increase in travel and hazards on town- post a sign—don’t wait until an accident happens.
ship roads during the spring. Farmers are moving large
equipment to get to the fields, and these big machines can Check your roads after the first maintenance of the spring
to make sure there are no potholes, soft shoulders,
further damage a weakened culvert or a softened
or other hazards. You may feel as if you are fighting
road. We’ve had more snow than rain this year,
a losing battle to keep your roads in good shape in
but heavy and sudden rain could wash out a
the spring, but an accident could be prevented
culvert or the side of a road. With the warmer
by inspection and maintenance.
weather, you might see an increase in travel on
your roads, as well as an increase in late night
Be sure you follow state law by inspecting your
travel by young drivers celebrating the end of the
culverts at least once a year. As a reminder, when
school year.
you are notified that a culvert is washed out, a sign is down,
etc., you have 48 hours to make repairs or put up a barriWith these added hazards and stresses on your roads, it is
cade. If an accident happens, and you did not repair the
essential that your township board implements measures
road or put up a barricade, you and your township would
that will help reduce accidents and at the same time, give
certainly be held liability for the injuries and property
you peace of mind!
damage from that accident.
It would be a good idea to do an inspection of your signs to
make sure that they are up and in good condition after the One last thing to mention, be sure to keep good records!
winter, and that they are visible. One township that I met Provide information as to the date inspections were done,
any repairs that were made, signs that have been ordered,
with recently does an annual night time inspection of its
etc. The more records you can produce when an accident
signs to make sure they are visible to nighttime drivers—
investigation is taking place, the better position you will be
what a great idea to put into practice!
in to win a lawsuit or settle it before it ever gets to court.

402 Garfield, Dell Rapids, SD 57022
Safety Dividend Group Plan Approved By Your Association

Underwritten by

Insurance Companies

Safety Dividend Plan
Available Through All
Employers Mutual Agents

Legislative Day meeting with Gov. Noem

sample
Serving SDSU icecream. Dustin Leiseth, Jim
Puffer, Pete Fahlberg, Travis Paulson, and
Darwin Bettmann
Below: Rep. Bob Glanzer & Senator Susam Wismer

Above: Senator Cary Cammack, Pres. Dustin Leiseth, Rep. Roger Chase
Above Right: Mike Vande Weerd visiting with Rep. John Mills

The Siemonsmas

The Puffers

County Meetings– We presented at 20 this Spring
Were you there? We are here to help!

The Fahlbergs
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